
Complete Solar Pool 
Filter System $1,999

 Produces 106 Gallons/Minute on 3 255 Watt Panels
 Pulls from the Electric Grid as Needed
 Includes 150 Square Foot Cartridge Filter, Low Amp Pump and Solar 

Inverter.  You provide the panels (about $1/Watt or $1500 in this 
case)

 Brand New Item – Introduced at the Orlando Pool Show
 Available in Sand Filter and Pond Bio-Filter configurations as well
 This is not a toy, this pump filter system can run an average sized in-

ground pool more efficiently and for less money than anything else 
available in the market today.
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Solar Pool Pump Filter System
Complete System $1,999

Produce over hundred gallons a minute at 5 PSI or 500 watts of solar 
power (we recommend 3 255 watt solar panels – about $1,500).  This 
unique turn-key system draws from the electric grid to compensate for 
any drop in power with a 110 volt plug.  This is only smart MPPT pump 
inverter on the market that converts DC Solar Power from the solar 
array to AC power to run the pump while balancing the connection to 
the electrical grid. 
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In other words, if it gets cloudy or rains and the solar array does not 
produce enough energy, this smart MPPT pump inverter will start to 
draw power from the outlet to make up the difference. 

This system includes a 150 Sq. Ft. Cartridge filter, a ESS6400 pump 
and a smart solar inverter.

Energy Advantage Solar Complete Sand Filter Pack is the most cost 
effective, flexible system available on the market today.  Offer your 
customers something special, a Solar powered pool pump system!
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